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Descriptive Summary

Title: Erich F. Schmidt Collection
Dates: ca. latter 1920s-latter 1930s
Collection number: Bernath Mss 19
Creator: Schmidt, Erich Friedrich, 1897-1964
Collection Size: ca. 3 feet (3 microfilm-size boxes and 1 videotape).
Repository: University of California, Santa Barbara. Library. Dept. of Special Collections
Santa Barbara, CA 93106
Abstract: The collection primarily contains boxes of glass lantern slides taken by Erich F. Schmidt (1897-1964), at archaeological sites, including Persepolis (in Luristan, Iran) ca. latter 1920s-latter 1930s.
Physical location: Vault.
Languages: English
Access Restrictions
None.
Publication Rights
Copyright has not been assigned to the Department of Special Collections, UCSB. All requests for permission to publish or quote from manuscripts must be submitted in writing to the Head of Special Collections. Permission for publication is given on behalf of the Department of Special Collections as the owner of the physical items and is not intended to include or imply permission of the copyright holder, which also must be obtained.
Preferred Citation
Erich F. Schmidt Collection. Bernath Mss 19. Department of Special Collections, Davidson Library, University of California, Santa Barbara.
Acquisition Information
Scope and Content of Collection
The collection primarily contains boxes of glass lantern slides taken by Erich F. Schmidt (1897-1964), at archaeological sites, including Persepolis (in Luristan, Iran) ca. latter 1920s-latter 1930s.
The collection also contains short lengths of film and a videotape which may contain copies of some/all of the film.
The collection was donated by Erich Schmidt's children, Richard Schmidt and Erika Schmidt Kuiper. Erich Schmidt earlier had donated a collection of Persian and Near Eastern art, archaeological, and historical books and periodicals to the UCSB Libraries. These have been housed in the main stacks of the Davidson Library and can be searched on Pegasus, the UCSB Libraries online catalog.
Indexing Terms
The following terms have been used to index the description of this collection in the library's online public access catalog.
Glass Slides

Additional Note

The glass slide in the boxes are positives; ref. to negs. may refer to items we don't have.

Box 1
AE1: Persepolis, from SW - oblique (Neg. AE-349)
Box 1
AE2: Persepolis - high vertical (Neg. AE-252)
Box 1
AE3: Persepolis Terrace - low vertical (Neg. AE-256)
Box 1
AE4: Naqsh-i-Rustam, from SE - low oblique (Neg. AE-278)
Box 1
AE5: Naqsh-i-Rustam, Air Map with Grid Points - vertical (Neg. AE-277); Excavations started - vertical (Neg. AE-396)
Box 1
AE6: Istakhr, Air Map with Grid Points - vertical (Neg. AE-250)
Box 1
AE7: Istakhr, Fall View - vertical (Neg. AE-57)
Box 1
AE8: Tall-i-Bakun A and B - vertical (Neg. AE-260)
Box 1
AE9: Pasagardae, Platform and Fortification - vertical (Neg. AE-72)
Box 1
AE10: Qasr-i-Abu Nasr, near Shiraz - vertical (Neg. AE-196)
Box 1
AE11: Firuzabad, the Sasanian City of Gur - oblique (Neg. AE-204)
Box 1
AE12: Firuzabad, the Sasanian City of Gur - vertical (Neg. AE-201)
Box 1
AE13: Sarvistan, Sasanian Palace - vertical (Neg. AE-214)
Box 1
AE14: Band-i-Amir, Plain of Marv Dasht - oblique (Neg. AE-61)
Box 1
AE15: Isfahan, King’s "Square" - oblique (Neg. AE-590)
Box 1
AE16: Isfahan, King’s "Square" - vertical (Neg. AE-246)
Box 1
AE17: Rayy, the Citadel - oblique (Neg. AE-330)
Box 1
AE18: Rayy, City Walls - oblique (Neg. AE-377)
Box 1
AE19: Rayy, the Mound of Chasmah-i-Ali - vertical (Neg. AE-371)
Box 1
AE20: Rayy, Excavations in Husainabad - vertical (Neg. AE-363)
Box 1
AE21: Rayy, Naqarah Khanah - vertical (Neg. AE-238)
Box 1
AE22: Chal Tarkhan, Air Map with Grid Points - vertical (Neg. AE-241)
Box 1
AE23: Tag-i-Bustan - low oblique (Neg. AE-719)
Box 1
AE24: Near Taq-i-Bustan, a "Paradise" or Hunting Park - oblique (Neg. AE-757)
Box 1
AE25: North of Taq-i-Bustan, the Valley of Pirandaz - oblique (Neg. AE-717)
Box 1
AE26: Buzrud, Occupied Mound, Dinavar Plain - oblique (Neg. AE-723)
Box 1
AE27: Yavan (?) Tepe, Valley of the Ab-i-Razavar - oblique (Neg. AE-739)
Box 1
AE28: Mahi Dasht, the Mound of Malik Shah - oblique (Neg. AE-762)
Box 1
AE29: The Rock of Bisitun - oblique (Neg. AE-750)
Box 1
AE30: Tamrag in the Harsin Valley, a Destroyed Cemetery - oblique (Neg. AE-754)
Box 1
AE31: Saimarrah River, Ruins of a Boulder - oblique (Neg. AE-747)
Box 1
AE32: Kuhi-Dasht - Hulailan, Boulder Ruins - oblique (Neg. AE-756)
Box 1
AE33: Southwest of Hulailan, Boulder Ruins - oblique (Neg. AE-758)
Box 1
AE34: Kuhi-Dasht, Plain with Conoid Mound - oblique (Neg. AE-755)
Box 1
AE35: Rumishgan, Test of Kamterlan I - oblique (Neg. AE-102)
Box 1
AE36: Rumishgan, Kamterlan I and II - vertical (Neg. AE-159)
Box 1
AE37: Susa - oblique (Neg. AE-125)
Box 1
AE38: Hamadan, Ecbatana, and the Hill of Al-Musalle - oblique (Neg. AE-690)
Box 1
AE39: Hamadan, Ecbatana, and the Hill Al-Musalle - vertical (Neg. AE-685, 687)
Box 1
AE40: South of Sennah, a Fortress in the Kurdistan Mountains - oblique (Neg. AE-736)
Box 1
AE41: Takht-i-Sulaiman - distant oblique (Neg. AE-676)
Box 1
AE42: Takht-i-Sulaiman - low vertical (Neg. AE-673)
Box 1
AE43: Near Takht-i-Sulaiman, a Crater, Takht in Distance - oblique (Neg. AE-680)
Box 1
AE44: Shahi Island, Dadan Rock, Shore Line - oblique (Neg. AE-638)
Box 1
AE45: Shahi Island, Close-up of Dadan Rock - oblique (Neg. AE-637)
Box 1
AE46: Shahi Island, Dadan Rock - vertical (Neg. AE-642)
| Box 1 AE47: | Tepe Naqadah in the Gadir Plain - oblique (Neg. AE-631) |
| Box 1 AE48: | Tepe Naqadah in the Gadir Plain - vertical (Neg. AE-653) |
| Box 1 AE49: | Khu'i, Northwest of Lake Rizaiyah - oblique (Neg. AE-620) |
| Box 1 AE50: | Damghan Airfield, Plain and Crew (Leica, F.L.) |
| Box 1 AE51: | Near Damghan, Girdkuh, a Fortress of the Assassins - oblique (Neg. AE-14) |
| Box 1 AE52: | Near Damghan, Mu'min Tepe, an Islamic Site - vertical (Neg. AE-41) |
| Box 1 AE53: | Above Gurgan, Shore of the "Cotton Sea" - oblique (Neg. AE-411) |
| Box 1 AE54: | Shar-i-Bilqis - oblique (Neg. AE-413) |
| Box 1 AE55: | Gurgan Airfield, Plane and Natives (Leica, F.L.) |
| Box 1 AE56: | Gurgan Plain, Turang Tepe - oblique (Neg. AE-470) |
| Box 1 AE57: | Gurgan Plain, Turang Tepe - vertical (Neg. AE-452) |
| Box 1 AE58: | Gurgan Plain, Gunbad-i-Quabus - oblique (Neg. AE-467) |
| Box 1 AE59: | Gurgan Plain, Rectangular Town Ruin - oblique (Neg. AE-455) |
| Box 1 AE60: | Gurgan Plain, "Alexander's Barrier" - oblique (Neg. AE-433) |
| Box 1 AE61: | Map of Iran - flight routes in red (Neg. AE-45) |
| Box 1 AE62: | Map of Luristan - 1937 flights in red, caravan route yellow (Neg. AE-48) |
| Box 1 AE63: | Map of Luristan - 1935 flights red (Neg. AE-49) |
| Box 1 AE64: | Map of Azerbaijan - 1937 flights red (Neg. AE-51) |
| Box 1 AE65: | Map of Gurgan Plain - 1937 flights red (Neg. AE-50) |
| Box 1 AE66: | Tepe Hissar - vertical (Neg. AE-32) |
| Box 1 P-1: | Map of Achaemenian Empire (Neg. Herz. 699) |
| Box 1 P-2: | P.T. Plan of Persepolis Terrace (Excavations in Red) (Neg. P-820) |
| Box 1 P-3: | P.T. Persepolis Terrace Entrance - from Isfahan Road (Neg. P-378) |
| Box 1 P-4: | P.T. West Edge of Terrace - View with Clouds (Neg. P-204) |
| Box 1 P-5: | P.T. Xerxes' Gate, General View (Neg. P-1175) |
| Box 1 P-6: | P.T. Xerxes' Gate, N.E. Man-Bull - Hukie (Neg. P-617 a) |
| Box 1 P-7: | P.T. Apadana, Northern Stairway - General View from NE. (Neg. P-208) |
| Box 1 P-8: | P.T. Apadana - Darius' Palace in Background (Neg. P-119) |
| Box 1 P-9: | P.T. Apadana, Northern Stairway Restoration - Pulling Stone (Neg. P-751 a) |
| Box 1 P-10: | P.T. Apadana, Northern Stairway Restoration - Placing Stone (Neg. P-753) |
| Box 1 P-11: | P.T. Apadana, Eastern Stairway - N. Part (Neg. OI-15235) |
| Box 1 P-12: | P.T. Apadana, Eastern Stairway - Middle Part (Neg. P-125) |
| Box 1 P-13: | P.T. Apadana, Eastern Stairway - S. Part (Neg. OI-15233) |
| Box 1 P-14: | P.T. Apadana, Eastern Stairway - Tribute Bearers: Haraiva, Babylonians, Syrians (Neg. OI-15241) |
| Box 1 P-15: | P.T. Apadana S., Find-Spot of Animal Statues (Neg. P-1068 c) |
| Box 1 P-16: | P.T. Animal Statue from Apadana S. (Neg. P-1562 b) |
| Box 1 P-17: | P.T. Hund.-Col. Hall, Excavation View of Portico (Neg. P-302 b) |
| Box 1 P-18: | P.T. Hund.-Col. Hall, General View of Excavations from Mountain (Neg. P-637) |
| Box 1 P-19: | P.T. Hund.-Col. Hall, Replacing Bull Fragment in Portico, Season 1937 (Neg. P-760) |
| Box 1 P-20: | P.T. Hund.-Col. Hall, Excavated Part of Portico, Season 1937 (Neg. P-308 a, b) |
| Box 1 P-21: | P.T. Hund.-Col. Hall, N. Side, E. Door, W. Jamb (Neg. P-315) |
| Box 1 P-23: | P.T. Restored NE. Bull's Head from Hund.-Col. Hall (Kodachrom) (In Orinst. Iranian Hall) |
| Box 1 P-25: | P.T. Hund.-Col. Hall, S. Side, E. Door - Close-up of Throne-Bearers (Neg. P-323 a, b) |
| Box 1 P-26: | P.T. Bull-Man Capital from Tripylon (Neg. Herz. 40) |
| Box 1 P-27: | P.T. Darius' Palace - Storm Clouds (Neg. P-205) |
| Box 1 P-28: | P.T. Darius' Palace - fr. S. (Neg. P-562) |
| Box 1 P-29: | P.T. Darius' Palace S. - Winged Sphinx (Neg. P-565) |
| Box 1 P-30: | P.T. Treasury - Excavations fr. SE. (Neg. P-832) |
| Box 1 P-31: | P.T. Treasury - Excavations fr. SES. (Neg. P-831) |
| Box 1 P-32: | P.T. Treasury - Find-Spot of Swan-handled Stone Tray and Bridle Bit (Neg. P-782 c) |
| Box 1 | P-33: P.T. Treasury - fr. NE. (Neg. P-1096) |
| Box 1 | P-34: P.T. Treasury - Excavating Archive Room 33 (Neg. P-293 b) |
| Box 1 | P-35: P.T. Treasury - fr. N. - South and East Reliefs (Neg. P-215) |
| Box 1 | P-36: P.T. Treasury - South Relief (Neg. P-221) |
| Box 1 | P-37: P.T. Treasury - Detail of Sword in South Relief (Neg. P-223) |
| Box 1 | P-38: P.T. Treasury - Restored S. Door, Room 36 (Drawing by E. F. Noyes) (Neg. P-286) |
| Box 1 | P-40: P.T. Harem - Restorers at Work in Corridor (Neg. P-738) |
| Box 1 | P-41: P.T. North Tomb (Artaxerxes II ?) (Neg. P-120) |
| Box 1 | P-42: P.T. Bronze Lion Tripod, Find-Spot, Treasury (Neg. P-653) |
| Box 1 | P-43: P.T. Bronze Lion Tripod (Treasury) (Neg. P-654) |
| Box 1 | P-44: P.T. Head of Bronze Lion in Tripod (Treasury) (Neg. P-656 b) |
| Box 1 | P-45: P.T. Gold Lion Figure (Treasury S.) (Neg. P-1035) |
| Box 1 | P-46: P.T. Gold Ornaments (Various Find-Spots) (Neg. P-661) |
| Box 1 | P-47: P.T. Two Bronze Horses (Hund.-Col. Hall N.) (Neg. P-660) |
| Box 1 | P-48: P.T. Bronze Bridle Bits (Treasury) (Neg. P-785) |
| Box 1 | P-49: P.T. Head of Persian - Jar Neck (Apadana NE.) (Neg. P-786 b) |
| Box 1 | P-50: P.T. Limestone Sketch Block (Treasury S.) (Neg. P-1320) |
| Box 1 | P-51: P.T. Swan-handled Limestone Tray (Treasury) (Neg. P-784) |
| Box 1 | P-52: P.T. Serpentine Tripod Bowl (Treasury) (Neg. P-1042) |
| Box 1 | P-53: P.T. Alabaster Jar (Treasury) (Neg. P-1038) |
| Box 1 | P-54: P.T. Calcaneous Stone Plate (Treasury) (Neg. P-799) |
| Box 1 | P-55: P.T. Restored Calcaneous Stone Plate with Xerxes' Inscr. (Treasury) (Neg. P-802) |
| Box 1 | P-56: P.T. Xerxes' Bowl - Swan Handles (Treasury) (Neg. P-659) |
| Box 1 | P-57: P.T. Green Stone Mortar and Pestle (Treasury) (Neg. P-662 b) |
| Box 1 | P-58: P.T. Green Stone Mortar Base with Aramaic Inscr. (Treasury) (Neg. P-662 c) |
| Box 1 | P-59: P.T. Find-Spot of Bronze Tablet (Treasury) (Neg. P-842 a) |
| Box 1 | P-60: P.T. Diotope Weight of Darius - Front and Side (Treasury) (Neg. P-75 a, b) |
| Box 1 | P-61: P.T. Find-Spot of Foundation Tablets of Xerxes (Garrison) (Neg. P-11 a) |
| Box 1 | P-62: P.T. Seal Impressions on Tablets - Upper: Xerxes, Lower: Darius (Neg. P-398) |
| Box 1 | P-63: P.T. Clay Label with Seal Impression - Trireme (Treasury) (Neg. P-274 c) |
| Box 1 | P-64: P.T. Silver Coin - Croesus, Lion-Bull (Treasury) (Neg. P-241) |
| Box 1 | P-65: P.T. Silver Coin - Alexander the Great (Treasury) (Neg. P-255) |
| Box 1 | P-66: P.T. Alabaster Stand - Cartouche of Amasis (Treasury) (Neg. P-283) |
| Box 1 | P-67: P.T. Alabaster Bowl - Cartouche of Nekau (Treasury) (Neg. P-763 a, b) |
| Box 1 | P-68: P.T. Composition Jar (Treasury) (Neg. P-764) |
| Box 1 | P-69: P.T. Granite Bowl of Ashurbanipal, Four Lion Handles (Treasury) (Neg. P-658) |
| Box 1 | P-70: P.T. Stone Bowl Sherd with Hittite Hieroglyphics (Treasury) (Neg. P-1319) |
| Box 2 | P-71: P.T. Find-Spot of Greek Marble Statue (Treasury) (Neg. P-243 b) |
| Box 2 | P-72: P.T. Greek Marble Statue (Treasury) (Neg. P-244 b, c) |
| Box 2 | P-73: P.T. Well at Mounting of Mercy (Neg. P-83) |
| Box 2 | P-74: N.R. Tomb of Cambyses (?) Naqsh-i-Rustam in Distance (Neg. P-1075 a) |
| Box 2 | P-75: N. R. Naqsh-i-Rustam across Plain of Marv Dasht (Neg. P-379) |
| Box 2 | P-76: N. R. Cliff with Three Tombs (Neg. P-349) |
| Box 2 | P-77: N. R. Excavating Ka'bah - fr. NE. (Neg. P-264) |
| Box 2 | P-78: N. R. Ka'bah before Excavation - fr. NW. (Neg. P-1000 b) |
| Box 2 | P-79: N. R. Ka'bah - Discovery of Shapur I Inscrition on East Wall Sasanian Version (Neg. P-266) |
| Box 2 | P-80: N. R. Ka'bah, SW. Corner - Showing Incription on S. and W. Walls (Neg. P-1433 a) |
| Box 2 | P-81: N. R. Ka'bah after Excavation - fr. NW. (Neg. P-1441) |
| Box 2 | P-82: N. R. Excavation View of Ka'bah- from Cliff, NE. (Neg. P-1414) |
| Box 2 | P-83: N. R. Scaffold Before Tomb of Darius I (Neg. P-892) |
| Box 2 | P-84: N. R. Tomb of Darius I - W. Half of Main Panel, Showing Inscr. (Neg. P-889) |
| Box 2 | P-85: N. R. Tomb of Darius I - Interior: Corridor (Neg. P-938) |
Box 2 P-86: N. R. Tomb of Darius I - Interior: W. Vault with Three Sepulchres (Neg. P-940 b)
Box 2 P-87: N. R. Erecting Transportable Scaffold before Tomb of Darius II (?) (Neg. P-982)
Box 2 P-88: N. R Relief of Shapur I and Valerian (Neg. P-995 a)
Box 2 P-89: N. R. Sasanian Relief (Ardeshir I ?) below Tomb of Artaxerxes I (?) (Neg. P-980 a)

Box 2 P-90: Ist. Map of Istakhr (Neg. P-113)
Box 2 P-91: Ist. Center Test, Excavation View fr. S. (Neg. P-104)
Box 2 P-92: Ist. Excavation View of Islamic Building (Neg. P-665)
Box 2 P-93: Ist. Excavation View of Islamic Pits & Pottery (Neg. P-667)
Box 2 P-94: Ist. Two Large Jars from Center Test (Neg. P-116)
Box 2 P-95: Ist. Jar with Snake, Etc., in Relief (Neg. P-700)
Box 2 P-96: Ist. Jar with Multiple Animal Handles (Neg. P-707)
Box 2 P-97: Ist. Painted Pitcher (Islamic) (Neg. P-762)
Box 2 P-98: Ist. Plate, Luster Design (Islamic) (Neg. P-140)
Box 2 P-99: Ist. Plate, "Samarra Ware," Inschr., Islamic (Neg. P-767)
Box 2 P-100: Ist. Bowl, Polychrome, "Peacock" (Islamic) (Neg. P-1553 a, b)
Box 2 P-101: Ist. Bowl, Polychrome, Incised Design (Islamic) (Neg. P-765 a, b)
Box 2 P-102: Ist. Clay Figurines, Camel, Bull (Neg. P-702)
Box 2 P-103: Ist. Two Views of pre-Islamic Genii and Lions (Neg. P-139 a, b)
Box 2 P-104: P.S. General View of Cemetery (Neg. P-1395)
Box 2 P-105: P.S. Coffins with Skeletons (Neg. P-1389)
Box 2 P-106: P.S. Clay Horse, Toy (Neg. P-1543)
Box 2 P-107: T.B.A. Excavation View, Level 2 (Neg. P-710)
Box 2 P-108: Isfahan Mosque of Shah - from Ali-Kapu (Neg. P-618 b)
Box 2 P-109: Marv Dasht Native Types - Girl and Old Man (Neg. P-368, 370)
Box 2 P-111: P.T. Aerial Survey Department (Neg. P-609)
Box 2 P-112: P.T. Waco Plane, "Friend of Iran," Taking off Persepolis Airfield (Neg. P-118 c)
Box 2 P-113: P.T. Map of Persepolis Area (Neg. Ps-137)
Box 2 P-114: Isfahan, Madresseh (Religious School) (Neg. P-627 a)
Box 2 P-115: Isfahan, Shah Mosque, Interior (Neg. P-621)
Box 2 P-116: P.T. Bronze Band with Greek Inscription (1st half 6th C.B.C.) (Neg. P-441)
Box 2 RE-1: Rayy, Cheshmeh Ali - Parthian Complex General View (Neg. RE-127)
Box 2 RE-2: Rayy, Cheshmeh Ali - Excavation in Prehistoric Levels (Neg. RE-517)
Box 2 RE-3: Rayy, Citadel - Entering Safavid Level (Neg. RE-385)
Box 2 RE-4: Rayy, Test A - Excavation Near Qaleh Kohneh (Neg. RE-53)
Box 2 RE-5: Rayy, Test H - Excavations in Seljuq Structures (Neg. RE-413 a)
Box 2 RE-6: Rayy, Test H - Excavations in Seljuq Structures (Neg. RE-418)
Box 2 RE-7: Rayy, Husainabad - Digging pits (Neg. RE-133 b)
Box 2 RE-8: Rayy I - Painted bowl, RCh 1889 (Neg. RE-236)
Box 2 RE-9: Rayy II - Painted bowl, RCh 6587 (Neg. RE-820)
Box 2 RE-10: Rayy II - Painted bowl, RCh 1216 (Neg. RE-238)
Box 2 RE-11: Rayy III - Painted bowl, mouflon head, RCh 1434 (Neg. RE-117)
Box 2 RE-12: Rayy III - Painted bowl, ibexes, RCh 1445 (Neg. RE-119)
Box 2 RE-13: Rayy III - Bowl design, ibexes, mouflons (Neg. REs-5)
Box 2 RE-14: Rayy III - Bowl design, ibexes, birds (Neg. REs-4)
Box 2 RE-15: Rayy III - Bowl design, running ibexes (Neg. REs-3)
Box 2 RE-16: Rayy III - Painted bowl, RCh 3796 (Neg. RE-424)
Box 2 RE-17: Rayy IV - Bowl, RCh 1798; Jar, RCh 1406 (Neg. RE-239, 112)
Box 2 RE-18: Rayy IV - Painted bowl, MG 180 (Neg. RE-233)
Box 2 RE-19: Rayy VI - Cups: MG 33; MG 113; Jar, MG 109 (Neg. RE-228, 229, 231)
Box 2 RE-20: Rayy - Parthian Pots: RCh 1746; RCh 1687 (Neg. RE-124d)
Box 2 RE-21: Rayy - Parthian Effigy Jar: RCh 1682 (Neg. RE-125)
Box 2 RE-22: Rayy, Chal Tarkhan - General View of Excavation (Neg. RE-573)
Box 2 RE-23: Rayy, Chal Tarkhan - Exposing Columns (Neg. RE-581)
Box 2 RE-24: Rayy, Chal Tarkhan - Columns after Excavation (Neg. RE-597)
RE-25: Rayy, Chal Tarkhan - Details of Columns 3 and 7 (Neg. RE-606 a, 608)
RE-26: Rayy, Chal Tarkhan - Niches I and III (Neg. RE-609 a, 611 a)
RE-27: Rayy, Chal Tarkhan - Plaster Plaque, Bahram Gur-Azadeh, CT 221 (Neg. RE-796)
RE-28: Rayy, Chal Tarkhan - Plaster Plaque, Prince hunting boar (Neg. RE-792)
RE-29: Rayy, Chal Tarkhan - Plaster Plaque, Prince on stag, CT 207 (Neg. RE-800)
RE-30: Rayy, Chal Tarkhan - Head of Prince, CT 1260 (Neg. RE-743 b)
RE-31: Rayy, Islamic I - 2 Samarra Bowls: RG 7983, CT 150 (Neg. RE-668 a, b; 669 a, b)
RE-32: Rayy, Islamic I - Luster Bowl, RH 5111 (Neg. RE-662 a, b)
RE-33: Rayy, Islamic I - Polychrome Bowl, RH 6373 (Neg. RE-996 a, b)
RE-34: Rayy, Islamic I - 2 Plates: RTA 1138, RH 950 (Neg. RE-107, 108)
RE-35: Rayy, Islamic I - Lantern, RH 4250; Bowl, RH 5251 (Neg. RE-429, 626)
RE-36: Rayy, Islamic I - 4 Plates: RB 951, RTA 1139, 1140, 1141 (Neg. RE-109 c)
RE-37: Rayy, Islamic I - Jar, RH 5104; Bowl, RG 8434 (Neg. RE-660, 859)
RE-38: Rayy, Islamic I - 3 Pitchers: RE 2744, RD 2501, and 2145 (Neg. RE-373, 636, 375)
RE-39: Rayy, Islamic II - Minai Bowl, all-over design RH 6064 (Neg. RE-456 a, b)
RE-40: Rayy, Islamic II - Minai Bowl, 2 herons, RH 6056 (Neg. RE-704)
RE-41: Rayy, Islamic II - Minai Bowl, 2 persons, RH 6057 (Neg. RE-454 a, b)
RE-42: Rayy, Islamic II - Minai Bowl sherd, 3 persons, RH 4872 (Neg. RE-698)
RE-43: Rayy, Islamic II - Luster Bowl, horseman, RG 7807 (Neg. RE-706 a, b)
RE-44: Rayy, Islamic II - Luster Plate, old woman, RE 2675 (Neg. RE-365)
RE-45: Rayy, Islamic II - Luster Bowl, winged monster, RG 7983 (Neg. RE-666 a, b)
RE-46: Rayy, Islamic II - Luster Pitcher, RH 4759 (Neg. RE-437)
RE-47: Rayy, Islamic II - Cobalt Luster Pitcher, RH 6433 (Neg. RE-1048)
RE-48: Rayy, Islamic II - 3 Albarellos: RG 8242, RG 8176, RG 8171 (Neg. RE-708, 711, 713)
RE-49: Rayy, Islamic II - Bowl, 2 persons, RE 2828 (Neg. RE-292 a, b)
RE-50: Rayy, Islamic II - Bowl, twisted design, RG 7540 (Neg. RE-928 a, b)
RE-51: Rayy, Islamic II - Bowl, floral cross, RG 8062 (Neg. RE-929 a, b)
RE-52: Rayy, Islamic II - Bowl, trefoil, RG 2929 (Neg. RE-363 a, b)
RE-53: Rayy, Islamic II - Bowl, bird and radiations, RE 2931 (Neg. RE-359 a, b)
RE-54: Rayy, Islamic II - Cobalt-white Pitcher, RG 2840; and Bowl, RH 4791 (Neg. RE-362, 455 b)
RE-55: Rayy, Islamic II - Bowl, white with cobalt lip, RG 7554 (Neg. RE-680 a, 681)
RE-56: Rayy, Islamic II - Green Bowl, RH 4429; and Turquoise Jug, RH 4810 (Neg. RE-441)
RE-57: Rayy, Islamic II - Turquoise Albarello, RG 7477 (Neg. RE-677)
RE-58: Rayy, Islamic II - Bowl, incised design, RG 2992 (Neg. RE-333 a, b)
RE-59: Rayy, Islamic II - Turquoise Pitcher, RH 4760; and Cobalt Bowl RH 4187 (Neg. RE-442, 446)
RE-60: Rayy, Islamic II - Turquoise Incised Plate, RH 4531; and Bowl, RH 4816 (Neg. RE-443 a)
RE-61: Rayy, Islamic II - Turquoise Incised Jar, RD 2635 (Neg. RE-331)
RE-62: Rayy, Islamic II - Turquoise Bowl, RH 5385; and Pitcher RG 2940 (Neg. RE-1016, 293)
RE-63: Rayy, Islamic II - Turquoise Tile, gazelle design, RG 2988 (Neg. RE-335)
RE-64: Rayy, Islamic II - Turquoise Bowl, RE 2677; and White Bowl, RB 906 (Neg. RE-328, 106)
RE-65: Rayy, Islamic II - Turquoise Bowl, RH 4793; and Purple-brown Bowl, RH 4504 (Neg. RE-1005, 445)
RE-66: Rayy, Islamic II - Cobalt Lamp, RG 7717; and Turquoise Lamp, RG 8379 (Neg. RE-891)
RE-67: Rayy, Islamic II - Turquoise Pitcher, RG 8504 (Neg. RE-675)
RE-68: Rayy, Islamic II - White Bottle, RG 7691 (Neg. RE-679)
RE-69: Rayy, Islamic II - Turquoise Jar, RH 4537; Cup, RH 5549 (Neg. RE-444 b)
Box 2
RE-70: Rayy, Islamic II - White Saucer, RD 2290; and Turquoise Saucer, RH 6095 (Neg. RE-362, 1022)
Box 2
RE-71: Rayy, Islamic II - Turquoise Elephant, RH 6105 (Neg. RE-476)
Box 2
RE-72: Rayy, Islamic II - Incised Pigeon Sherd, RCh 1325; and Bowl, RH 5665 (Neg. RE-337, 989)
Box 2
RE-73: Rayy, Islamic II - Incised Polychrome Bowl, RH 4207 (Neg. RE-426)
Box 2
RE-74: Rayy, Sung - Chinese Bowl, RH 4758 (Neg. RE-439)
Box 2
RE-75: Rayy, Chesmeh Ali - Islamic II - Mausoleum (Neg. RE-63 i)
Box 2
RE-76: Rayy, Chesmeh Ali - Islamic II - Mausoleum tomb cover (Neg. RE-63 d)
Box 2
RE-77: Rayy, Islamic II - Molded Pitcher, mounted falconer, RE 3081 (Neg. RE-659)
Box 2
RE-78: Rayy, Islamic I-II - Molded Pitchers: RH 4995, RH 5500 (Neg. RE-981 b, 979)
Box 2
RE-79: Rayy, Islamic I-II - Molded Pitchers: RG 7193, RH 6173 (Neg. RE-839, 975)
Box 2
RE-80: Rayy, Islamic II - Pitcher, RG 8370; Bank, RCi 3631; Loom Weight, RG 8347 (Neg. RE-834, 855, 854)
Box 2
RE-81: Rayy, Governmental Quarter - Islamic II - Stuccos in situ (Neg. RE-546)
Box 2
RE-82: Rayy, Governmental Quarter - Islamic II - Stucco panel (Neg. RE-548)
Box 2
RE-83: Rayy, Islamic II - Hawk-duck Plaster Plaque, RCh 118 (Neg. RE-77)
Box 2
RE-84: Rayy, Islamic II - Inscribed Plaster Plaque, RCh 687 (Neg. RE-78 a)
Box 2
RE-85: Rayy, Islamic - Glass Pitcher (Neg. RE-77)
Box 2
RE-86: Rayy, Islamic - Glass Bottle, RH 4491 (Neg. RE-436)
Box 2
RE-87: Rayy, Islamic - Glass Jars, RH 6241, RCh 6646; Vase, RH 5529 (Neg. RE-1053, 473, 747)
Box 2
RE-88: Rayy, Islamic - 3 Glass Chalices (Neg. RE-2)
Box 2
RE-89: Rayy, Islamic - Glass Vase, RD 2251; Jar, RH 4488; Vial, RCh 3539; Medical Cup, RC 1085 (Neg. RE-294, 473, 474, 297)
Box 2
RE-90: Rayy, Islamic - Green Glass Bowl [..] and Cobalt Bowl, RH 4398 (Neg. RE-294, 435)
Box 3
RE-91: Rayy, Islamic - Glass Bowl, multiple handles, RE 2739 (Neg. RE-298)
Box 3
RE-92: Rayy, Islamic - Bone Objects: Pendant, RG 7517; Blade, RG 8412; Rooster Pin, RG 8450 (Neg. RE-963)
Box 3
RE-93: Rayy - Islamic Gold Ornaments: Ear Pendants, RE 2676, RG 8107; Rings, RCh 3827, RH 4494, RH 3826, RH 2986, RH 2982 (Neg. RE-360, 966, 449, 371)
Box 3
RE-94: Rayy - Fatimid, Byzantine, and Seljuq gold coins (Neg. RE-450)
Box 3
RE-95: Rayy - Seljuq "Hauzkaneh," architect's reconstruction (Neg. RE-364)
Box 3
RE-96: Rayy, Naqareh Khaneh - Excavation - fr. SE. (Neg. RE-495)
Box 3
Box 3
Box 3
RE-99: Rayy, Naqareh Khaneh - Royal Tombs after excavation (Neg. RE-504)
Box 3
RE-100: Rayy, Naqareh Khaneh - Reconstruction of stucco motif (Neg. RE-535)
Box 3
RE-101: Rayy, Naqareh Khaneh - Reconstruction and plan (Neg. RE-532 a, 533)
Box 3
Box 3
Box 3
RE-104: Rayy - Map of Chesmeh Ali Tepe (Neg. RE-422)
Box 3
RE-105: Rayy - Map of Governmental Quarters (Neg. RE-95)
Box 3
RE-106: Rayy - Shrine of Women - Bibi Sharebann (Neg. RE-137)
Box 3
RE-107: Qom - The Mosque - Front (Neg. RE-484 a)
Box 3
RE-108: Qom - The Mosque - Side (Neg. RE-482)
Box 3
RE-109: Isfahan - Friday Mosque (Neg. RE-537)
Box 3
L-1: Tepe Burm - Plane, Mound, and Natives (Neg. L-I, 113 b (dupl.))
Box 3
L-2: Chigha Sabz - Plane, Camp, Dig (Neg. L-I, 140 c)
Box 3
L-3: Chigha Sabz - Pottery Bowl, Design of Dancers (Neg. L-I, 214 a)
Box 3
L-4: Kamterlan - Tripod Bowl, Lozenge Design (Neg. L-I, 199)
Box 3
L-5: Chigha Sabz - Tripod Bowl with Shoe-shaped Legs (Neg. L-I, 179)
Box 3
L-6: Kamterlan - Bronze Dagger and Axe Head (Neg. L-I, 204)
Box 3
L-7: Chigha Sabz - Cylinder Seal Impression, Mounted Ibex Hunter (Neg. L-I, 172)
Box 3
L-8: Chigha Sabz - Baked Clay Statuette, Human (Neg. L-I, 192 b)
Box 3
L-9: Chub Jaleh - Test Dig (Neg. L2-42 b)
Box 3  L-10: Zogh Ali - Breaking Camp (Neg. L2-74 a)
Box 3  L-11: Sorkh-i-Dom - Plan of Sanctuary (Neg. L2-417)
Box 3  L-12: Sorkh-i-Dom - Frit Breaker with Bull-man Handle (Neg. L2-271)
Box 3  L-13: Sorkh-i-Dom - Frit Breaker, Winged Animal Design (Neg. L2-272)
Box 3  L-14: Sorkh-i-Dom - Impression of Three Inscribed Kassite Cylinder Seals (Neg. L2-279)
Box 3  L-15: Sorkh-i-Dom - Cylinder Seal Impression, Two Winged Bulls (Neg. L2-299)
Box 3  L-16: Sorkh-i-Dom - Cylinder Seal Impression, Chariot Design (Neg. L2-299)
Box 3  L-17: Sorkh-i-Dom - Group of Cylinder Seals (Neg. L2-264)
Box 3  L-18: Sorkh-i-Dom - Cylinder Seal Impression, Assyrian with Two Ibexes (Neg. L2-259)
Box 3  L-19: Sorkh-i-Dom - Cylinder Seal Impression, Hunter, Dog, Ibex, etc. (Neg. L2-294)
Box 3  L-20: Sorkh-i-Dom - Bronze Inscribed Seal Ring and Impression (Neg. L2-323 a)
Box 3  L-21: Sorkh-i-Dom - Bronze Seal Ring with Lion Heads and Impression, Ibex (Neg. L2-234 a, b)
Box 3  L-22: Sorkh-i-Dom - Five Bronze Effigy Wands (Neg. L2-354)
Box 3  L-23: Sorkh-i-Dom - Bronze Effigy Wand, Female Demon (Neg. L2-355)
Box 3  L-24: Sorkh-i-Dom - Bronze Effigy Wand (Neg. L2-355)
Box 3  L-25: Sorkh-i-Dom - Bronze Wand with Gazelle Pair (Neg. L2-356 a)
Box 3  L-26: Sorkh-i-Dom - Adorant Wand (Neg. L2-351 b)
Box 3  L-27: Sorkh-i-Dom - Bronze Wand with Human Face (Neg. L2-356)
Box 3  L-28: Sorkh-i-Dom - Group of Bronze Animal Wands (Neg. L2-358)
Box 3  L-29: Sorkh-i-Dom - Bronze Plaque with Sitting Deity and Snakes (Neg. L2-390)
Box 3  L-30: Sorkh-i-Dom - Bronze Disc, "Devil" Design (Neg. L2-250)
Box 3  L-31: Sorkh-i-Dom - Bronze Disc with Two Opposed Rampant Animals (Neg. L2-387)
Box 3  L-32: Sorkh-i-Dom - Three Bronze Wand Heads, Lions (Neg. L2-362)
Box 3  L-33: Sorkh-i-Dom - Bone "Enkidu" Wand Heads (Neg. L2-370)
Box 3  L-34: Sorkh-i-Dom - Bone Winged Bull Wand Head (Neg. L2-364 a)
Box 3  L-35: Sorkh-i-Dom - Incised Bone Plaque, Two "Devils," Two Lions (Neg. L2-368 a)
Box 3  L-36: Sorkh-i-Dom - Bronze Female Figure (Neg. L2-350)
Box 3  L-37: Sorkh-i-Dom - Bronze Male and Female Figures (front) (Neg. L2-348 a)
Box 3  L-38: Sorkh-i-Dom - Bronze Male and Female Figures (profile) (Neg. L2-348 b)
Box 3  L-39: Sorkh-i-Dom - Bronze Wand, Bust of Man (Neg. L2-349 a, b)
Box 3  L-40: Sorkh-i-Dom - Bronze and Iron Wand, Knife and Spearhead (Neg. L2-357 a)
Box 3  L-41: Sorkh-i-Dom - Bronze Human and Animal Figures (Neg. L2-236)
Box 3  L-42: Sorkh-i-Dom - Baked Clay Tripod Bowl, Prehistoric (Neg. L2-401)
Box 3  L-43: Domavizeh - Tepe and Camp (Neg. L2-167)
Box 3  L-44: Domavizeh - Burials with Mortuary Gifts (Neg. L2-168 b)
Box 3  L-45: Domavizeh - Baked Clay Jar, Ibex Design (Neg. L2-400)
Box 3  L-46: Khatun Ban - Bronze Cup (Neg. L2-402)
Box 3  L-47: Tang-i-Mulavi, Qaleh Muruni - Native Woman Spinning and Children (Neg. L2-168 b)
Box 3  L-48: Tang-i-Mulavi, Qaleh Muruni - Native Woman Baking Bread (Neg. L2-168 a)
Box 3  L-49: Tang-i-Mulavi, Qaleh Muruni - Native Scene: Basket Weaving, Boy, Pipe Smoker (Neg. L2-168 c)
Box 3  L-50: Tang-i-Mulavi, Qaleh Muruni - Native Woman Weaving Mat (Neg. L2-167)
Box 3  L-51: Sorkh-i-Dom - Native Woman and Mashk (Neg. L2-145 b)
Box 3  L-52: Sorkh-i-Dom - Native Girls Carrying Water (Neg. L2-142 b)
Box 3  L-53: Sorkh-i-Dom - Water Boy and Donkey (Neg. L2-141)
Box 3  L-54: Sorkh-i-Dom - Type of Old Lur (Neg. L2-81)
Box 3  L-55: Sorkh-i-Dom - Native Hunters and "Tassi" (Neg. L2-94)
Box 3  L-56: Sorkh-i-Dom - Map with Caravan Ruote (Neg. L2-418)
Box 3  D-1: Tepe Hissar - General View of Mound - from S. (Neg. PE-686)
Box 3  D-2: Tepe Hissar - Map, excavated plots in red (Neg. Pe5)
Box 3  D-3: Tepe Hissar - H-I building in DH 34-6, etc. - from W. (Neg. PE-2482 f)
Box 3  D-4: Tepe Hissar - H-IA Stemmed Bowl (H-3446) and Cup (H-4399) (Neg. PE-2238, 2285 combined)
| Box 3 | D-5: Tepe Hissar - H-IB Stemmed Bowl (H-1126) and Cup (H-1370) (Neg. PE-1025a, 996 combined) |
| Box 3 | D-6: Tepe Hissar - H-IB Cup (H-2057), ibex design (Neg. PE-1989) |
| Box 3 | D-7: Tepe Hissar - H-IB Stemmed Bowl (H-4713), wave design (Neg. PE-2323) |
| Box 3 | D-8: Tepe Hissar - H-IB Copper Dagger (H-3475) (Neg. PE-2347) |
| Box 3 | D-9: Tepe Hissar - H-IC Burial (CG 95, x-6) with Painted Pottery (Neg. PE-800 a) |
| Box 3 | D-10: Tepe Hissar - H-IC Burial (EH 13, x-31) with Copper Dagger (Neg. PE-2211) |
| Box 3 | D-11: Tepe Hissar - H-IC Stemmed Bowl, ibex pattern (H-4600) (Neg. PE-2174) |
| Box 3 | D-12: Tepe Hissar - H-IC Stemmed Bowl (H-3359), exterior and interior decorated (Neg. PE-2234 a, b combined) |
| Box 3 | D-13: Tepe Hissar - H-IC Conoid Bowl (H-1563), design of paired angles (Neg. PE-1214) |
| Box 3 | D-14: Tepe Hissar - H-IC Seals (H-20, etc.) (Neg. PE-1300 b & c, 2525 b combined) |
| Box 3 | D-15: Tepe Hissar - H-IIB Grave (CG 25, x-1) with Copper Gifts and Clay Pots (Neg. PE-795 a) |
| Box 3 | D-16: Tepe Hissar - H-IIA Bowl, leopard design (H-4479) (Neg. PE-2173) |
| Box 3 | D-17: Tepe Hissar - H-IIA Bowl (H-4470), gazelle design (Neg. PE-2172) |
| Box 3 | D-19: Tepe Hissar - Two H-II Stemmed Pots (Neg. PE-2095) |
| Box 3 | D-20: Tepe Hissar - H-II Copper Mace Heads (H-1200, 2021) (Neg. PEs-2) |
| Box 3 | D-21: Tepe Hissar - H-II Scalloped Copper Seal (H-2183) (Neg. PE-2079 a & b) |
| Box 3 | D-22: Tepe Hissar - H-IIIB Burned Building, northern part (Neg. PE-1939 a) |
| Box 3 | D-23: Tepe Hissar - H-IIIB, Plan of Burned Building (Neg. PEs-4) |
| Box 3 | D-24: Tepe Hissar - H-IIIB Burned Building, stars with copper bowls (Neg. PE-1942b) |
| Box 3 | D-25: Tepe Hissar - H-IIIB, Massacre Room of Burned Building (Neg. PE-1944 a) |
| Box 3 | D-26: Tepe Hissar - H-IIIB Burned Building, Restoration (Neg. PE-1937) |
| Box 3 | D-27: Tepe Hissar - H-IIIB Burials in Plot DF-29 (Neg. PE-770) |
| Box 3 | D-28: Tepe Hissar - H-IIIB, The "Dancer’s" Burial (CF 55, x-1) (Neg. PE-1700 d) |
| Box 3 | D-29: Tepe Hissar - H-IIIB Burial (CG 90, x-23) with bottle-pitcher and cup (Neg. PE-2190) |
| Box 3 | D-30: Tepe Hissar - H-IIIB Skeleton, "study in hands" (Neg. PE-778) |
| Box 3 | D-31: Tepe Hissar - H-IIIB Bottle-Pitcher of Clay (H-2227) (Neg. PE-1995) |
| Box 3 | D-32: Tepe Hissar - H-IIIB Copper Dagger with Silver Grip (H-2023) (Neg. PEs-7) |
| Box 3 | D-33: Tepe Hissar - H-IIIB Gold Cup (H-2357) and H-IIIC Silver Pitcher (H-173) (Neg. PEs-6) |
| Box 3 | D-34: Tepe Hissar - H-IIIB Copper Lid, lion and bull (H-2252) (Neg. PE-2043 a) |
| Box 3 | D-35: Tepe Hissar - H-IIIB The "Dancer’s" ornaments (H-2386-8) (Neg. PE-2065) |
| Box 3 | D-36: Tepe Hissar - H-IIIB 3 Cylinder Seals (H-892, 116, 3710) (Neg. PE-712, 1301, 2335 combined) |
| Box 3 | D-37: Tepe Hissar - H-IIIB Hoard in Treasure Hill (Neg. PE-2215 a) |
| Box 3 | D-38: Tepe Hissar - H-IIIB and H-IIIC "Treasures of the Earth,” Superposed Burials (Neg. PE-2362 d) |
| Box 3 | D-39: Tepe Hissar - H-IIIC Warriors Grave (DF 19, x-2) with bident (Neg. PE-607 a) |
| Box 3 | D-40: Tepe Hissar - H-IIIC Grave of Warrior (CH 64, x-1) with ibex wand (Neg. PE-2192) |
| Box 3 | D-41: Tepe Hissar - H-IIIC Grave (DF 09, x-1) with figurines, etc. (Neg. PE-697 a) |
| Box 3 | D-42: Tepe Hissar - H-IIIC The "Priest’s" Burial (DF 08, x-1) (Neg. PE-644 a) |
| Box 3 | D-43: Tepe Hissar - H-IIIC Grave of Little Girl (DF 18, x-1) - General View (Neg. PE-642 c) |
| Box 3 | D-44: Tepe Hissar - H-IIIC Grave of Little Girl (DF 18, x-1) - Close-up (Neg. PE-642 a) |
| Box 3 | D-45: Tepe Hissar - H-IIIC Four Pottery Vessels (Neg. PE-2355 a) |
| Box 3 | D-46: Tepe Hissar - H-IIIC Two Effigy Vessels of Clay (H-2785, 2790) (Neg. PE-1999 a) |
| Box 3 | D-47: Tepe Hissar - H-IIIC Alabaster Statuette, Woman with Earrings (H-3500) (Neg. PE-2164) |
| Box 3 | D-48: Tepe Hissar - 6 H-IIIC Alabaster Vessels and 1 Green Stone Cup (Neg. PE-2357) |
| Box 3 | D-49: Tepe Hissar - H-IIIC Alabaster Plate, Stemmed (H-176) (Neg. PE-1269) |
Box 3  D-50: Tepe Hissar - H-IIIC Alabaster Shield (H-174) and Min. Column (H-175) (Neg. PE-1268 c)
Box 3  D-51: Tepe Hissar - H-IIIC Silver Vessels (H-3606, 3607) (Neg. PE-2158 a)
Box 3  D-52: Tepe Hissar - H-IIIC 5 Copper Wands and Receptacle (Neg. PE-1048)
Box 3  D-53: Tepe Hissar - H-IIIC Copper Wand, ibex on star (H-3578) (Neg. PE-2162 b)
Box 3  D-54: Tepe Hissar - H-IIIC Copper Wand, father, mother, and child (H-463) (Neg. PE-1)
Box 3  D-55: Tepe Hissar - H-IIIC Copper Wand, farmer and oxen (H-4885) (Neg. PE-2343 a)
Box 3  D-56: Tepe Hissar - H-IIIC Lance, shaft with gold and silver ornaments restored (H-3243) (Neg. PE-8)
Box 3  D-57: Tepe Hissar - H-IIIC Gold Head of Mouflon (H-3219) (Neg. PE-2017)
Box 3  D-58: Tepe Hissar - H-IIIC Ornaments on Plaster Model (Neg. PE-1938)
Box 3  D-59: Tepe Hissar - H-IIIC Medallion Seals (Neg. PE-1309 a, b; 1310 a, b)
Box 3  D-60: Tepe Hissar - Sasanian Palace Stuccos in situ (Neg. PE-713)
Box 3  D-61: Tepe Hissar - Sasanian Palace, hypothetical restoration (Neg. PE-1936)
Box 3  D-62: Tepe Hissar - Sasanian Plaques, Boar (H-1323) and Stag (H-1541) (Neg. PE-808 b, 810 b)
Box 3  D-63: Tepe Hissar - Sasanian Plaques, Princess (H-1395) and "Tamga" (H-1403) (Neg. PE-807 b, 809 b)
Box 3  D-64: Tepe Hissar - "Hissar Skeletons - en route to Damghan-Tehran" (Neg. Sch-67)
Box 3  D-65: Tepe Hissar - Gurgan Plain - Turkoman Camp, natives, hut construction (Neg. PE-2399 a)
Box 3  F-1: Divaniyah - Group of Arabs on the banks of the river (Neg. F-46 e)

Film and tape
Film [nitrate?] [16 mm b/w?]
Videotape (VHS) - Erich F. Schmidt, Expeditions at Luristan, Persepolis
V0850/VHS